
ACTIVITY 1 Maths-Division-Multiplication

The weight in the Moon and other planets

The king Endimionas said to our heroes that the Gravity in the

surface of the moon is different from that in the Earth.

The gravity in the surface of the moon is in intensity

almost the 1/6 of that. lf a man weighs 84 kilos in the

Earth, how much does he weigh in the Moon?

How much does the same man weigh in another bigger

planet, that his weight in the Earth is 25 times?

A)

B)
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ACTIVITY 2 SCIENCE

Understanding Nebula Structures

King Endymion spoke to our heroes about Nebulas.

He told thern that in order for stars to be born in the beautiful Nebulas of our Galaxy,
it takes million of years. So, he asked them to create a planetary Nebula tkough a
very fun experiment.

Ingredients

. Milk

. Food coloring
o Dish detergent / Dish soap
o Q-tips / cotton swabs
o { plastic plate

Procedure

The steps of this experiment are very simple and fun for both children and adults!

In a plastic plate, pour as much rnilk as needed in order to cover the surface of it.
Then, put just a few drops from the food coloring of your choice in the milk, Before
starting, put a cotton swab in the dish detergent so as to wet its surface. We are ready
to begin!

Place the cotton swab on the colored spot that you created and you will see that the
food coloring will instantly separate from the cotton swab in a much impressive way!
A planetary nebula can easily be compared to our experiment.
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ACTIVITY 3 zuNG AROUND T}TE ROSY

Science - Maths - Comparing - Classifying

Pianetary System

Find the planet based on its diarneter

Place the planet in its correct distance from the sun

Betbre King Endymion supplied our heroes with fuels to send them to meet the

planets, he asked them to play a game with them.

A. I will give you paper model planets. I haven't written their name on them. I
will only give you their real diameter and I want you to write the names of the

planets on the paper tags.

DIAMETER OF PLANETS

MERCURY : 5000 km

\ENUS : 12.500 krn

EARTH : 13.000 km

MARS : 7.000 km

.TUPITER : 150.000lon

SATURN : 123.000 km

URANUS : 51.000 lan

NEPTUNE : 50.000 km



ACTIVITY 4

CHEMISTRy -Kinetic Energy

Rocket travel

After the heroes trials ended king Endemionas kept his promise and
decide to suppry Mercury with fuers in order to suppry Mercury with
fuels in order to continue their journey in space .

He gave'them

Vinegar

Soda

A cork

A plastic bottle

we pour a little vinegar in a plastic bottte . we put a little soca in a
napkin and we ford the napkin . we put the napkin in the bottre and we
cork the bottle quickly .

Lift off !

Have a nice trip !!!
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Here we play with the planets. lt's a memory game. The

planets are shuffled, so when the kids find them, each

one becomes a planet. After that they are situated in a

distance line from the sun, from the older to the younger,

being divided into the air and the solid planets, those

which have rings and others that don't those which have

moons and others that don't.

PLAN ETS

MERCURY

VEN US

EARTH

MARS

J U PITER

SATURN

URAN US

NEPTUNE

DISTANCE FROM THE SUN
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Where CI,= something yours that can be repeated


